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An Info-Guide for 
Refugees and Migrants 
You have arrived in
Greece – a EU-member
state. Greece is currently
in a very bad condition
among others due to the
economic crisis. For this
reason many refugees
who arrive here don’t
want to stay but plan to
move on to other Euro-
pean countries. If this is
the case for you, be aware
that currently you will
not be send back to
Greece in case you have
given finger prints here
AND also not if you have
applied for asylum here.
In any case, ask lawyers if
this situation has changed
recently – to be sure.  

People who newly arrive
in Greece and get arres-
ted for having passed the
frontiers without docu-
ments, usually ask us the
questions, that we are
trying to answer on the
following pages of this
guide. 

Attention: 
With those “instructions”
we are trying to give you
an answer to your princi-
pal questions. If you need
further information or
there is something you
cannot understand, please,
ask us, so as to explain it
to you.

Who we are? 

We belong to a group of
people who live on Les-
vos Island and we would
like to give you some
useful information about
your civil rights in our
country. We don’t ask for
money. We don’t ask for
a reward. We just wish
you a safe journey to a
better place and want to
say from our sides: 

Welcome to Europe!

Last update: 
December 1st, 2012
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D WHERE AM I?

You are on the island of
Lesvos, which is in eastern
Greece. The main city of the
island is called Mytilene. If
you want to go to Athens
you will need to go by boat.
It takes 9-12 hours and the
ticket costs about 29-50
Euro. Usually tickets are
sold only to persons who
have papers. When you
have a “white paper” from
the police you can buy your
ticket in a travel agency and
leave the island.  A

SAMIOTIS 

.Kounturioti str. 43, Prokymaia Mytilinis 
) 22510-42.574-5-6

ZOUMBOULIS 

.Kounturioti str. 69, Prokymaia Mytilinis 
) 22510-37.755 

ATHENS
MYTILENE

GREECE

D TRAVEL AGENCIES IN MYTILENE WHERE YOU CAN BUY TICKETS FOR THE SHIP

!"#$%&'(! Police ASTINOMIA

)!*+',-! Good morning KALIMERA .(!#-&" Doctor GIATROS

)!*+"/,-! Good evening KALISPERA 0,*1 ,("(#+-(& I want a ticket THELO ISITIRIO

)!*+%$2#! Good night KALINIKTA 0,*1 3!.+#& I want food THELO FAGITO

0,*1 %,-& I want water THELO NERO

', *,%, … My name is …  ME LENE 0,*1 .(!#-& I want a doctor THELO YIATRO

/1" "!" *,%,? What's your name? POS SAS LENE? 0,*1 4&+0,(! I want help THELO VOITHIA

2!(-1 /&*$ Nice to meet you HERO POLI 0,*1 5&$*,(! I need job THELO DOULIA

#( )!%,#, ? How are you ? TI KANETE? 0,*1 %! /!1 "#& I want to go to 
… 

THELO NA PAO STO 

,('!( )!*! I am fine IME KALA

,.1 ,('!( I am EGO IME 5,% )!#!*!4!(%1 I don’t understand DEN KATALAVENO

,"$ ,("!( You are ESI ISE 5,% '(*1 ,**+%()A I don’t  speak Greek DEN MILO ELINIKA

!$#&"/!$#+/ 
!$#& E(%!( He/She/It is AFTOS/AFTI/

AFTO INE 
%!( Yes NE

,',(" ,('!"#, We are EMIS IMASTE &2( No OHI

,",(" ,("!"#, You are ESIS ISASTE ,%#!6,( O.K ENTAKSI

!$#&(/!$#,"/ 
!$#! ,(%!( They are

AFTI/AFTES/ 
AFTA INE 

/&$ ,(%!(? Where is….? POU EINAI?

 "+',-! / !$PIO Today / Tomorrow SIMERA / AVRIO

,.1 0,*1 … I want…  EGO THELO '+#,-! / /!#,-!" Mother / Father MITERA/PATERAS

,("I#+-(& Ticket ISITIRIO !5,*3&"/!5,*3H Brother / Sister ADELFI / ADELFOS

/*&(& Ship PLIO .$%!()! / !%5-!" Woman / Man GINEKA / ANDRAS

#-!(%& Train TRENO &()&.,%,(! Family IKOGENIA

*,13&-,(& Bus LEOFORIO /-&"3$.!" Refugee PROSFIGAS

"#!"+ Station STASI A**&5!/&" Foreigner ALODAPOS

/&"& )!%,(? How much does it 
cost? POSO KANI? !(#+"+ Application ETISI

,$2!-("#1 Thank you EFHARISTO /-&"3$.+ Appeal PROSFIGI

/!-!)!*1 Please PARAKALO ,('!( !--1"#&" I am sick IME AROSTOS

%,-& Water NERO #& ,("+#+-(& "&$ Your ticket TO ISITIRIO SOU 

3!.+#& Food FAGITO 5(!4!#+-(& Passport DIAVATIRIO

3!-'!),(& Pharmacy FARMAKIO #!$#&#+#! Identification card TAFTOTITA

%&"&)&',(& Hospital NOSOKOMIO ,('!( !/& #& (-!) I am from Iraq IME APO TO IRAK

USEFUL PHRASES IN GREEK

 I want something

Common Phrases

How to introduce yourself

Greetings

! Alfa a Cat " Yiota i Inside # Ro r Room
$ Vita v Very % Kapa k Keep & sigma s Star
' yama y Beyond ( lamda l Life ) taf t Table
* Delta th This + mi m mother , ipsilon i Inside
- epsilon e Elephant . Ni n Nice / ! f For
0 zita z Zoo 1 ksi ks extreme 2 Hi h High
3 Ita i In 4 omikron o Open 5 psi ps capsule
6 Thita th Mother 7 Pi p Place 8 omega o Open



4You will then have to give an interview
to an independent committee in Athens.
Your chances are much better there. Seek
legal advice before going to the second inter-
view in one of the bellow described
organisations.

D WHAT ARE MY RIGHTS IF I
APPLY FOR POLITICAL ASYLUM?
The Police will give you the “red card”, a
temporary residence permit for asylum see-
kers valid for six months.
4This gives you also the right to work in

Greece but you have to follow a bureaucratic
procedure to get your work permit. You will
have the “red card” from the day of your
interview until the day that you receive the
response or when you are invited to the
second interview. The red card has to be
renewed every 6 months. 
4With the red card you also have access

to free medical care in public hospitals.

D WHICH ARE MY OBLIGATIONS
IF I APPLY FOR POLITICAL ASYLUM?

4You will have to give the police an
address where they can find you so as to res-
pond to your application. If you change
address you have to inform the police.
4If they don’t find you at the given

address, you will have no possibility to know
when you have the right to make the appeal
and there is a risk that you may miss the
deadline.
4If you leave the country the asylum pro-

cess will stop and your file will be closed. 

D WHAT HAPPENS AFTERWARDS?
4If the first or second answer is POSITIVE,

you can either get the status of a political
refugee or subsidiary protection. 
4POLITICAL ASYLUM: They will give you a

residence permit valid for 5 years (then rene-
wable) and upon application a special
passport which will give you the right to tra-
vel to all countries except your own! With
this status you can travel to all European
countries and stay for three months, but you
cannot work or stay longer.  
4SUBSIDIARY PROTECTION: They will give

you a residence permit valid for 2 years (then
renewable) and upon application travel
documents. With this document and your
passport you can travel out of Greece. As
long as there are no Dublin II returns to
Greece (as it is the case now) you can even
apply again for asylum in another European
country, even though you have received sub-
sidiary protection in Greece. 
4If the final answer is NEGATIVE, they will

ask you to leave the country. 

D WHEN CAN I BE RECOGNIZED
AS A REFUGEE?
Your story should be good and convince the
interviewer. It will be better if you have or

you can find papers that show that every-
thing you claim is true. Don’t get confused
with the information (dates, time, story). It
would also help if you ask for the support of
the Greek Council for Refugees in Athens
(GCR) or other organizations offering legal
aid for refugees in advance to your interview.

IF I MAKE AN APPLICATION 
FOR POLITICAL ASYLUM, IS IT 
CERTAIN THAT I WILL BE 
RECOGNIZED AS A REFUGEE? 
No, unfortunately not. Only a few applicati-
ons are being accepted in Greece. The
percentage after the first interview is at the
moment around 1%. In the second interview
the percentage reaches up to 20%. The result
of your asylum application in the second
stance largely depends on the situation in
your country and on your individual asylum
story.

D IS THERE A SAFE WAY TO 
LEGALLY LEAVE GREECE AND 
GO TO ANOTHER EU-COUNTRY? 

4Yes, according to the Dublin II Conven-
tion, an unaccompanied minor (up to 18
years) has the right to apply for asylum in
the European member state that offers the
best opportunities for him/her. If you are
younger than 18 and your mother, father,
brother or sister live legally in another Euro-
pean country and are adults, then you should
ask a lawyer to help you for family reunifi-
cation – a legal procedure of some months
that allows you to go to the country where
your family is. 
4There is also the possibility of family reu-

nification for adults but in very few
humanitarian cases, where the person in
Greece is in a very bad state of health for
example and absolutely dependent on the only
family member who live in another EU-coun-
try. The humanitarian reasons need to be well
documented to be successful. Ask for legal aid.

D IF I LEFT MY COUNTRY TO FIND
A JOB, CAN I GET A “GREEN
CARD” WHEN I’M RELEASED? 
This is currently not possible. Only those who
have entered Greece up until 31-12-2004 had
the right to ask for a residence or labour card
(green card) with some presuppositions.
However, possibly in a few years, a new law
will cover your case (those arriving in Greece
after 31-12-2004). Unfortunately, this cannot
be predicted with any certainty.

D WHAT HAPPENS IF I GIVE FALSE
INFORMATION TO THE POLICE?
(i.e. name, nationality) This is a crime accor-
ding to the law. You can try to alter your
application if you have a document proving
the real facts (birth, passport etc). It is easier
to give the real name from the beginning,
than changing it later. If you apply for asy-

lum give your real name in order to be able
and use any proofs for your claim.    

D WHAT HAPPENS IF THERE ARE
FAULTS ABOUT MY AGE, NAME OR
NATIONALITY ON MY DEPORTA-
TION ORDER?
Your data is going to be passed into the
European computer network (EURODAC)
with the information registered upon arrival
and visible to you on your deportation order.
If your data is incorrect, you have the right
to change it when you apply for asylum in
Greece. Otherwise the information will
remain the same and will be accessible to all
European member states through your fin-
gerprint in most of the cases. 

ATTENTION!!! If the police registered you
with a wrong nationality or a wrong age,
you can tell a lawyer that you need to change
it. This is specifically important if you are
younger than 18 but the police noted your
age being older than 18, which deprives you
of certain rights children have. OR if your
nationality has been registered wrongly, i.e.
you are Afghan but the police wrote Iranian,
than you should ask for a second nationality
screening and if possible tell relatives to send
a fax with your ID-Card to the prison.

ATTENTION!!! If you are a minor (under the
age of 18) or you know that someone in your
group is minor and is not accompanied by
his/her family, then, please, let us know. 

D I AM YOUNGER THAN 18, 
WHAT HAPPENS TO ME?

4Since June 2008 after some days of
detention minors who are without adult rela-
tives are transferred from prison to the
minors reception centre in Agiassos (40
minutes by car from the capital). This is an
open camp for children like you. IT IS NO PRI-
SON SO DON’T BE AFRAID! 
4If you are younger than 18 but accom-

panied by an adult relative of yours you will
stay in detention together and you will be
released together. Normally children should
not be in detention though!

D WHAT DO I NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT ATHENS?
From the port you can take the train to
Athens centre. The tickets cost 1,50. Usually
new arriving migrants go to find people they
know or from their communities to get first
instructions and a first orientation. 
4BE AWARE: That within the last year there

have been many racist attacks against
migrants, so try to avoid going alone to dan-
gerous areas in the darkness. 
4BE AWARE: That sometimes unfortunately

also people from our own communities are not
good persons. If you want to receive money from
your family via Western Union or by other ways,
don’t ever give the money to other persons and
don’t let other persons take it. Many people have
lost a lot of money in this way.

D WHY AM I IN PRISON?
Because you entered the country without
papers – which is illegal according to law.
The aim is to keep you in prison in order to
deport you, but most of the nationalities
where people belong to cannot be deported
back home or to Turkey. Currently persons
being in danger of deport back to Turkey are
mainly Iranians, Iraqis and Turkish people.
The only way to prevent deportation to Tur-
key is by applying for asylum in Greece.
Some other nationalities are in danger of
deportation from Athens to their countries –
among them are Nigerians and Santo Domi-
nicans. If you are brought to prison in
Athens and the police bring you to your
countries embassy you might be in danger of
deportation. Greece is usually not deporting
refugees from Afghanistan, Syria, Somalia,
Sudan, Eritrea and Palestine and other war
torn countries, very few exceptional cases
have been reported.

D FOR HOW LONG AM I 
GOING TO BE KEPT IN PRISON? 
From one day (minimum) up to six months
(the maximum). In exceptional cases deten-
tion can reach 18 months according to
European law. If you apply for asylum in pri-
son you can be kept there for maximum one
year. If you belong to a vulnerable group, i.e.
you are a women, (unaccompanied) minor,
elderly, you suffer from a disease, you are
handicapped or you a victim of torture, you
should inform the officers and you might be
released earlier. If you have applied for asy-
lum you can also take a lawyer and apply
before the court to be released sooner.
However, sometimes police releases people
sooner, if the place gets too crowded.

D WHAT ARE MY RIGHTS 
WHILE I AM IN PRISON?
• I can ask for asylum

• I have the right to spend 1 hour/day outside

• I have the right to talk to a lawyer 

• I have the right to ask for medical treatment

• If I am a minor or a woman, if I am an
asylum seeker or if I have special needs, I
have the right to be in a special room
and/or to be released sooner. 

• I have the right to ask for information on
my rights in my own language

• I have the right to make phone calls

D HOW DO I APPLY BEFORE THE
COURT TO BE RELEASED SOONER?
Anyone can apply before the court to be
released sooner – persons who apply for asy-
lum and also the ones who don’t. It is much
easier though to win the case if you have
applied for asylum.
4If you have a relative or a friend who

lives in Greece legally and who can give his
address as reference for you as your future
accommodation. A specific declaration of

residence may be submitted by a lawyer to
the Court of Lesvos. If the judge decides to
release you, you will leave the camp earlier
than the rest of the group you came with. 
4For this application it is necessary that

you explain all the reasons why you cannot
stay longer in prison. Important reasons are
among others: You are sick, you have mental
problems, you are a victim of torture, you
have applied for asylum, and you have
family in other European countries.

D WHAT’S THE WHITE PAPER 
SAYING THAT POLICE GAVE ME?
The “white paper” is a deportation and
detention decision. It tells you that you have
to leave the country within a specific period
of time (a few days up to 6 months – usually
it states 30 days). This paper is no travel
document and it is also no legal residence
permit. It protects you for the period written
on it from being detained again. The period
starts from the date, which you can find on
top of the page or on the bottom – usually
on the right side. When it gets invalid you
can be arrested and detained again.

D CAN I RENEW THE WHITE PAPER? 
No. This decision cannot be legally renewed.
BUT if you are going to be arrested because
your paper has expired, upon release you
will receive the same paper again with a new
date of expire.  

D WHAT HAPPENS IF I WANT TO
APPLY FOR POLITICAL ASYLUM IN
ANOTHER COUNTRY OF THE EU
BUT NOT IN GREECE?
According to European law, you have to
apply for political asylum in the first Euro-
pean country where you arrive. Practically
this is the first European country where you
are being registered with your fingerprints
upon arrival. If you apply for political asylum
in another country, that country normally has
the right to send you back to Greece if they
can prove you have been in Greece before and
IF you are an adult. This European law is cal-
led Dublin II. According to it, minors can
claim asylum in another country also after
being registered with fingerprints in Greece,
but they can only ask once for asylum. 
4ATTENTION! Since the end of 2010 most

European countries have stopped sending
refugees back to Greece, because they
understood that the situation here is not
good. The Dublin II law does currently not
function for Europe. It can be reinstalled at
some point again, so keep updated on the
situation. 
4ATTENTION! You cannot apply in Greece

for asylum in another EU-country. You can
only apply for asylum in Greece and ask for
family reunification or another EU-country
(see below). Greece has not the same asylum
system as Turkey! You can also not apply for
asylum in the embassies of other EU-countries.

D WHAT IS A POLITICAL REFUGEE?
If you left your country because of justified
fear for your life or of being kept in prison
because of:

• Your ethnic group or religion is being per-
secuted

• You belong to a different (minority) nationality

• You belong to a different social, gender
(homosexual) or religious group 

• Your political beliefs are opposed to the
governing rule

• OR if your country is suffering (civil) war
and violence and life is impossible there.
4ATTENTION! If you left your country in

order to find a job or a better life, you can-
not be classified as a refugee, according to
International Conventions. 

D WHEN CAN I APPLY 
FOR POLITICAL ASYLUM? 
There is no deadline. It would be better not
to delay this application, because the Greek
law makes it more difficult to claim for asy-
lum later and tries to foster it at the entry
points such as Mytilene. In Athens it is very
difficult to ask for asylum because there are
many people and the police only accepts very
few applications per week. Only persons
who are more vulnerable, like unaccompa-
nied minors, women with small children,
families with children, sick people etc. have
access to the procedure with the help of
organisations.  

D WHERE CAN I MAKE THIS 
APPLICATION?
At the Police station of Mytilene, but also in
any other Greek city (i.e. Athens). Ask for
legal support. 

D WHICH IS THE PROCESS OF
APPLYING POLITICAL ASYLUM?

4You will submit an application at the
Police Authorities with your personal details
(if you have any documents, photos, articles
etc. proving that your story is real, it will
support your case. Give the police as soon as
possible copies). 
4You will give an interview to the Police,

where you have to explain the reasons that
made you leave your country, i.e. fear of per-
secution because you belong to an ethnic or
religious minority.
4First the police register you claim and

then you are invited to the first interview,
which takes place before one police officer,
with one translator and in most of the cases
in the presence of a UNHCR representative.
4Most of the times the first interview gets

rejected, so don’t worry if this happens to you.
4If the first response to your asylum

application is negative, you have the right to
make an appeal (a second application) wit-
hin a few days - the deadline starting from
the day that you received the negative ans-
wer. DON’T MISS THE DEADLINE FOR AN APPEAL!



Adress-Guide for Refugees and Migrants 
These organizations work for free! Do not be afraid to go there and ask information even if you
do not have papers for legal residence.

www.w2eu.info
welcome to europe
network

LEGAL SUPPORT
1. GREEK COUNCIL FOR REFUGEES (GCR)

GCR is a Greek Non Governmental
Organization founded to support
refugees and asylum seekers in Greece.
GCR offers legal advice, social services
and can help to get access to reception
centres (only for people who have
applied for asylum in Greece).

ä Mon. to Fri. before 9h 
to get an appointment

.Solomou 25, Exarheia (near Omonia)
) 210-38.00.990
8 www.gcr.gr/en 

2. ECUMENICAL REFUGEE PROGAM

Provides legal assistance to refugees and
asylum seekers.

ä Mon. 11–16h & Wed. to Fri. 10–14h
. Iridanou 20, 1st floor (close to train

station: Meg. Mousikis/Evangelismos)

) 210-72.95.926

3. AITIMA

Legal and social support for asylum
seekers and refugees.

. Tripou 4-6, corner Gennaiou 
Kolokotroni, Koukaki area (near Singrou
Fix metro station, or yellow bus 5/15
until Paidiki Xara)

) 210-92.41.677

7 aitima@freemail.gr

8 www.aitima.gr/en

4. ARSIS  

Legal aid and social counselling for
young people

.Derigni 28-30
) 210-82.59.880

7 info@arsis.gr

5. GROUP OF LAWYERS FOR THE RIGHTS
OF MIGRANTS AND REFUGEES 

Legal counseling for migrants and
refugees in matters relating to their legal
status. For people who have or don't
have papers. 

.Ioulianou 11 & Rethymnou Str., 
Exarheia 

ä Mon. & Wed. 17–19h

8 omadadikigorwnenglish.blogspot.com

MEDICAL CARE (EVEN IF YOU ARE 
UNDOCUMENTED IN GREECE)
6. DOCTORS OF THE WORLD 

Sapfous Street 12 (near Omonia)

) 210-32.13.485

7 info@mdmgreece.gr 

8 www.mdmgreece.gr/en 

7. PRAKSIS

Peoniou Street 5 & Aharnon Str. (near
by Platia Victoria)

) 210-82.13.704 // 210-88.22.066 // 
fax: 210-82.13.713

ä Mon. to Fri. 9–17h

7 info@praksis.gr

8 www.praksis.gr

8. BABEL DAY CARE CENTRE

For psychological and psychiatric
support for migrants and refugees with
interpreters speaking your language.

ä Daily 9–17h, Tue & Thu. until 20h
. Ioannou Drosopoulou 72 (near Platia

Amerikis) – Athens

) 210 – 86.16.280 // 210–86.16.102 //
210-86.16.266

7 babel@syneirmos.gr

8 babel.actorsnet.gr/babel

FREE GREEK LANGUAGE LESSONS 

9. DIKTIO

Network of Social Support to Migrants
and Refugees. It provides information
on legal/ social needs, free lessons of
Greek language and computer. For
people who have or don't have papers.

ä Mon. to Fri. 17–20h
. Tsamadou 13, Exarheia
) 210-38.13.928

8 www.migrant.diktio.org

10. METADRASI

. Thesprotias 8, close to 
the railway station Larisis

) 210.52.01.792  // 210.52.01.794
210.51.26.456 // Fax: 210512644

IF YOU NEED FOOD, CLOTHES, 
INFORMATION:  
11. RED CROSS Sector of Social Care

. Lykavittou 1, Athens
) 210-36.39.538

7 swd@redcross.gr

12. CARITAS 

. Kapodistriou 52, Athens, 
near Vathis Square

) 210-52.47.879

7 caritashellas@caritas.gr

8 www.caritas.gr 

IF YOU HAVE LOST CLOSE FAMILY 
MEMBERS AND WANT TO TRY AND TRACE
THEM:
13. RED CROSS Sector of Tracing People

. 3rd September Street 21, Athens
) 210-52.42.194 // 210-52.30.043

Fax: 210-52.37.700

7 tracingstaff@redcross.gr



IF YOU ARE A VICTIM OF TORTURE 
AND NEED TO DOCUMENT THIS FOR
YOUR ASYLUM CASE
14. METADRASI

. Thesprotias 8, 
close to the railway station Larisis

) 210.52.01.792// 210.52.01.794 or
210.51.26.456 // Fax: 210-51.26.4

IF YOU LOOK FOR PEOPLE 
FROM YOUR COMMUNITY 
15. AFGHANS UNITED ASS. GREECE

. Tarahovis 45-47, Exarhia, Athens
) 0030-21.11.83.08.10 //6947.39.78.64 

6944.61.47.20 // 6947.01.54.66

7 afg.u.gr@gmail.com

16. AFGHAN COMMUNITY IN GREECE

Representative: Muhammadi Yonous
. Chalkokondyli Street 16, Attiki, Athens
) 210-88.14.900, mobile 6948.40.89.28

7 adfghansingreece@gmail.com

myonous@gmail.com or 

gionas1973@yahoo.com

8 www.afghangr.com/ 

17. WORKERS UNION OF BANGLADESHI
IMMIGRANTS IN GREECE
Representative: Elias Ahmed

. Agias Filotheis 5B, Athens
) 210-33.18.812 // 210-82-22-509 

6938.67.65.23 // fax: 210-33.18.812 

7 sramikjote@yahoo.com & 

eliaselisa@yahoo.com

18. EGYPTIAN-GREEK UNION

) 6995.17.25.13, Midou 

19. ETHIOPIAN COMMUNITY

. Imbrou 16
) 6944.71.17.81

20. UNION OF PALESTINIAN 
WORKERS IN GREECE

.3rd of September Street 48B, Athens
) 210-82.21.124 // mobile:

6937.53.74.61  or 6932.47.14.39 //
fax. 210-74.88.093

7 palwoun@yahoo.gr

21. GREEK-PAKISTANI ASSOCIATION
Representative: Anwar Iqbal

.Kosma Aitolou 2, Athens

) 6944.95.18.03

7 annou1970@yahoo.co.uk

22. SOMALI COMMUNITY IN GREECE

Representative: Elias Ali Hassan 
.Kaningos 27, Athens
) 6994.31.67.08 or 210-52.40.060

Secretary: A. Yousef 6999.48.84.41

7 scomgr@gmail.com

23. SUDANESE REFUGEE ASSOCIATION
Secretary: Adams Saleh

.Xouthou 9, Omonia, Athens
) 6946.39.98.21

7 sar_firenship@yahoo.com

24. KURDISH SYRIAN 
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

.Promitheos 71, Aharnon, Athens
) 210-22.83.746 // fax. 210-22.83.746

25. UNITED AFRICAN WOMEN 
ORGANISATION IN GREECE
Representatives: 
Lauretta Macauley and Hawa Sankoh

.Kosma Aitolou 2, Athens
) 210-36.17.065 // 210-88.30.381

7 africanwomen@yahoo.com


